Oxford Historical Syntax Seminar
Michaelmas Term, 2023

Wednesdays of weeks 2, 4, 6, 8 | 16:30-18.00 | Room 206, Clarendon Institute

18th October
Frances Dowle
Issues of wordhood in the complementizer-verb interactions of Middle and Modern Welsh

1st November
Svetlana Ó Siochfhradha Prešern
 Welsh complex prepositions: A diachronic scoop of syntax and more

15th November
Robin Meyer
Keeping up with the Joneses: Agreement marking and case stacking in Classical Armenian

29th November
James Clackson
Relative clauses in Italic

Convenors
Krishnan Ram-Prasad (krishnan.ram-prasad@merton.ox.ac.uk)
Setayesh Dashti (setayesh.dashti@linacre.ox.ac.uk)
Frances Dowle (frances.dowle@worc.ox.ac.uk)